
SOCIAL MEDIA
IN THE PRIMARY CLASSROOM

RESOURCES:
http://bit.ly/uCU6GG

Social Media is a tool for communication. 
Like reading, writing and oral language, it 
needs to be taught and modeled. Social 
Media skills can lead to imagination, 
artistry, and resourcefulness.  It can also 
lead to compromised privacy, and harm.
As educators and parents,  our 
responsibility is enormous.

 @zbpipe

http://pipedreams-education.ca
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A walk down memory lane
* Send home a brief  instruction on how 

to access Google Maps. 
* Provide a form for parents/students to 

fill in (ask them to include a LINK to a 
special place, and collaborative write a 
story with child)

* Teacher prints out the Map/special 
place, posts on bulletin board, or 
classroom blog. http://bit.ly/cx41EN

* Use GOOGLE 
slideshow to 
display

Strange Things in My Community 
(Great for parent engagement)

* Ask parents/students to take pictures of 
their community, finding strange or 
interesting things to present, discuss 
(and that relates to a theme, topic).

* Post pictures on a Flikr site,blog, ,or 
bulletin board that encourages 
comments, interactivity.

* Use GOOGLE 
slideshow to display

Audience is 

EVERYTHING
* have students talk
 about a specific topic 
(event in book, likes/dislikes about 
school, what makes them mad/sad/
happy, favorite game) but (model it first) 
have them change HOW they would 
communicate this (text, audio) 
depending on WHO the audience is.
Great use for VoiceThread!

	 	           Reflections, 
	 	          Feedback and                    
	 	 	 Support
* Use a simple tool like the LIVESCRIBE 

pen and have students RECORD and 
share their  reflections about a piece of  
work to share publicly.

* Use the same concept and allow others 
to comment on a student work. 

See example done using ART curriculum:      
http://bit.ly/kEL6i7
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